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Meridian
Palace
An exciting and unique
undertaking—the largest
Meridian residential project
in the U.S.
By Clint Walker

The Meridian Palace project, by
Atlanta Home Theater, blends theater into interior design, while still
keeping pace with the home’s flawless decor.

To build a palace with all the comforts of home can be more
of a challenge than one might expect. Forget about turning
the blueprints into structure, a home of such size, beauty, and
comfort has taken a lifetime of “drafting” in the mind of the
owner—long before making its way onto the drafting table.
It’s difficult for people of any taste not to fall in love with
this magnificent home. The interior and architecture itself
warrants feature coverage, while the impeccable design by
Atlanta Home Theater is simply the icing on the cake.
Located on Lake Lanier in Georgia, the “Meridian Palace” (as
it has become affectionately known by the industry as the
largest Meridian residential project in the world) is constructed
almost completely of concrete and glass with scattered drywall
and wood beams throughout. Divided by sheets of specialmade shatterproof glass, each room has been individually decorated in a variety of neocon and neuvo styles—rendering a
clean, simple, and contemporary look.
The unique concrete used throughout the home both inside
and out was coated with a protective sealant that gives the otherwise dull concrete a polyurethane-like shine and smooth
mirror finish. The concrete was mixed with earthy, dark dyes

specially blended to suit the homeowner’s taste; speckled,
blurred, and cracked in different areas for effect.
Due to the concrete structure of the home, wiring plans had
to be carefully laid-out before the walls were poured, since
changes couldn’t be made after the concrete solidified. This
called for an experienced installation firm and a homeowner
who was sure of his needs: Enter Scott Ross.
The Meridian Palace project began from the homeowner’s
dream to have an unique homestead with the best of everything.
Realizing the complexity and extent of his needs, the homeowner sought Scott Ross as a highly referred expert in the field
to be the brains behind his dedicated home theater, wholehouse audio, and multi-zoned, home automation. Atlanta Home
Theater held a series of complicated meetings, involving the
superintendent, architect, and interior desiger. This gave the
client the opportunity to observe (on a large scale) what would
be necessary to make it all happen and to insert opinions, ideas,
and preferences. Once Scott combined all the information,
blueprints were drafted at the gallery, along with a
comprehensive quote for the client. Such was the case in the
Meridian Palace project.

Although an extensive list of components are featured, they are
virtually “invisible” in the home.

With wiring plans in hand, the installation team began
construction. Maintaining the overall goal, the home itself
was wired for an elaborate yet simple to use audio/video and
lighting network controlled by Meridian automated keypads
in several locations throughout the home. And what would a
palace be without a dedicated home theater, which is
absolutely spectacular in its own right.
Making your way through the interior of the Meridian Palace
you’ll discover something different at each turn. Atlanta Home
Theater designed and installed fiber-optic lighting throughout
the ceilings and in the bottom of the swimming pool to give the
effect of a starry evening after dark. Throughout the home, rare
artifacts and sculptures pay homage to the owners’ world travels, but the most breathtaking aspect of this estate is the
incredible view (through walls made entirely of glass from any
room, on the back or side of the home) of Lake Lanier. Sitting
on several acres of land high above the trees, hawks can be
seen soaring at eye-level as Striper Bass herd shad towards the
bay for an evening feast on the lake below.
For convenience, a three-level elevator was installed to provide
quick access from the lobby area to the home office or indoor
pool—and we have still yet made it into the theater itself….
The main theater in the home remains consistent with the rest
of the overall theme—simple. At the heart of the main theater
system beats a Meridian 565 surround processor, 504 tuner,
562V/517 multimedia switcher, 500 CD ransport, and of course,

Meridian speakers are self-powered. The Parasound HCA 750
powers other things. Warming up the low frequencies for the
system is a pair of Velodyne HGS-12, 12-inch subwoofers. The
Meridian Theater’s circular shape extends over the indoor pool
as a glass cylinder that provides a backdrop for the video screen.
Such awesome sound wouldn’t be complete unless matched
by a projection system of the same caliber. Atlantic Home
Theater didn’t hesitate to use a Vidikron Image Two projector
operating on an automated ceiling lift, coupled with a Vidikron
VP20 line doubler. The pair creates an outstanding image on
the 90-inch Stewart Stealth screen; all are completely invisible
when not in use.

EQUIPMENT

LIST

● Marantz CC-870 CD changer

C O N TA C T
Atlanta Home Theater

● Marantz RC-2000 MKII remotes

880 Holcomb Bridge Rd.

● Meridian DSP5000C speakers

Roswell, GA 30076

● Meridian DSP5000 speakers

(770) 642-5557

● Meridian DSP5500 speakers

www.hometheaters.com

● Meridian A500 speakers
● Meridian 565 surround processor
● Meridian 562V/517 multimedia switcher
● Meridian 500 CD transport
● Meridian 504 tuner
● Niles OS-20B outdoor speakers
● Niles OS-10B indoor/outdoor speakers
● Niles HD-800 in-wall speakers

The 12,000-square-foot “Meridian Palace” represents over 200
hours of labor; total cost of the project is estimated at over
$200,000. The completed estate is valued between 6-7 million
dollars and to date, is the largest Meridian residential installation in the world.

.

● Niles SVL-6 tabletop volume control
● Niles SPS-4 speaker selector

About the Installer

● Niles SMS-10 speaker transformer

Atlanta Home Theater, owned and managed by Scott and Jennifer

● Niles VCS-2D in-wall volume controls

Ross, opened to the Atlanta public in 1996 and quickly became

● Niles MS-2 infrared eyes

Atlanta’s only turnkey designer for complete low-voltage projects.

● Niles IRZ-6 infrared repeater system

The sales team, along with two designers, seven installers,

● Niles IRP-6 infrared repeater system

and office manager, is the key building block behind AHT’s phe-

● Niles IRC-2 mini-infrared flashers

nomenal success.

● Niles WVC-1 weather-proof volume control

AHT is 100 percent referral-based, is partnered with select

● Niles Intellipad keypads

Atlanta area builders, and is operated from a 3,000-square-foot

● Parasound HCA-750A amplifiers

gallery of showrooms. Each showroom demonstrates individual

● Parasound ZAMP amplifier

services provided by AHT—from custom home theater, lighting

● Pioneer Marine in-wall speakers

design, central vacuum systems, phone and security, and more.
AHT is well known in the local building community for consis-

● Sonance video relay switch
● Sony SLV-687HF VCR

tency, reliability, and workmanship, and is highly regarded for their

● Sony SAS-BD3 DSS system

attention to detail and professionalism from beginning to end.

● Sony SAT-B3 DSS receivers
● Sony KV-32XBR48 TVs
● Stewart 90-inch Stealth electric screen
● Velodyne HGS-12 subwoofers
● Vidikron Image Two projector
● Vidikron VP20 line doubler
● Vidikron CPL 40 projector lift
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